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This paper describes the optimal table-compression algorithm
of a parser-generating system for implementing compilers currently
in use at Purdue University. A proof is given of the minimality
of the parsing tables generated by the algorithm, and figures
are presented that demonstrate the superiority of our system in
terms of the small overall size of parsers generated by it. In
addi tion, our. comparisons. show tbat compiling speeds
obtainable with our system compare favorably ~ith the fastest
"one_passu compilers available for the CDC-6500 computer on which
the system is implemented.
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INTRODUCTION
An earlier paper[15J described a parser generating system
(PGS) that generates compact, efficient programming language
parsers. The two inadequacies of this PGS, namely, that it could
only handle (l,2)bounded right context grammars and that the parser
compression algorithm was not o~timal. have since been overcome.
The new version of the PGS now accepts·LR(k) grammars and transforms
then internally· to (1,1) bounded right context grammars that
"cover" the origi'nal LR(k) grammar (5] (i.e., parses of the trans-
formed grammar cause the same sequence of code generator calls as
those using the original LR(k) grammar). This transformation to
(l,l)BRC grammars from LR(k) has been described elsewhere [13,14),
and some of the results reported in these papers will be used in
what follows. The main thrust of this paper is the description of
the improved compression algorithm, together with a proof of its
optimality under certain constraints.
Before undertaking a descriptio~ of the parser compression
algorithm, some informal explanation of how the PGS parsers operate
is first in order. ~GS parsers parse in a single pass, moving from
left to right across the source program under analysis. During a
given step in a parse, either one source program symbol is consumed
or one symbol from the top of the parsing stack. Each step in the
parse essentially corresponds to a syntactic reduction in which
the right-hand side of a "normal-forml! rule is replaced by the
corresuonding left-hand side nonterminal. In this sense, the
parsin~ algorithm resembles the bounded right context ~arsers of
Samelson and Bauer [16J rather than the precedence parsers of Wirth
and others(5.1fl] •
In a typical PGS paTser, the input LR(k) grammar has been
transformed into a (l,l)BRC normal_form grammar (lNFG) having
rules of the following four types:
..
(1) Ai -f> a i
(2) Aj -. Ajl
where capital letters
terminals. With such
(3) Ak -f> Akl~2
(4) Am ~ AmlAm2
are nonterminal and small letters are
a normal-form grammar, each entry in the
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parser's table consists of a single rule that specifies a reduction
of either a source program or a parsing stack symbol. These INFG
rules have some interesting properties:
(1) As is easily deduced, type (1) rules correspond to the
leftmost reduction of a parse subtree. These rules are all
grouped together into an "initial state" of the parser.
This initial state is where the parss begins and where the
parse continues after completing a subtree of its parse.
(2) The nonterminals Akl in type (3) rules and Am2 in
type (4) rules are nonterminals that merge immediately with
an adjacent symbol in some reduction in a left-to-right parse
These nonterminals are r.:J.embers of the "state set" of the
parser. 'That is, each Akl in the·state set corresponds to
a place in the: parser's tables that directs a syntactic
reduction with ak2 as the currently scanned soured program
symbol. Each Am2 in the state set likewise corresponds to
a place in the parser's tables that directs s syntactic
reduction with AmI as the symbol on top of the parsing stack.
(3) The type (2) rules (Which we also call "renaming rules")
exist to reflect the presence of such renaming rules in the
operator precedence grammars for languages like Algol 60,
Algol W; etc. There has been considerable partisan debate
on the necessity of renaming rules, and it is our experience
that elimination of renaming rules from" programming language
grammars only serves to enlarge the grammars that result from
their absence, while eliminating a natural, intuitive method
of describing the structure of exnressions.
(4). The AmI nonterminals in type (4) rules are the roots of
Bubtrees in a ~arse that are Ultimately joined to the Am2
subbrees in reductions involving type (4) rules. These
AmI nonterminals thus comprise the'~tack-symbo~set of the
parser.
During a parse, when a INFG reduction results in a symbol of
the stack set, that symbol is stored on top of the parse stack, and
the perse continues in the initial state. When the reduction
results in a symbol of the state set, the parae continues at that
point in the p~rsine table corresponding to the reductions pos~ible
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fo~the rules in that state. Parsing ends on reduction of the
program to the initial symbol of the grammar.
From this description, we can see that the parsing tabls
entries specify both the next symbcl to be scanned and the syntactic
reduction to be made. Thus, our PGS parsers require only one parsing
table, by contrast to th~ two tables used in more traditional
precedence-matrix parsers~,18]. Also, it can be easily seen that
the lower bound on parsinp. table size for the PGS is simply the
number of normal-form rules in the corresponding erammar. More-
over, each such parsing table can be implemented with 24-bit entries,
yieldine typical Algol parsing tables of under 1200 bytes linked to
driver programs expressed in 264 bytes of machine code instructions
[15]. Unfcrtunately, the minimum table size is unattainable except
for simple grammars. A more attainable table size, such as for
the Algol parser given above, is closer to 50% abovs the minimum.
The focus of our c.ompression algorithm, then, will be the state-
by-state minimization in the. number of table entries necessary to
implement the parser, sUbject to certa~n constraints to avoid
combinatoric ~roblems.
As a simple example of the compression process, consicer
the initial state of some parser, consistinf, of all the type (1)
rules in the grammar. If each terminal seen by the initi8.1 state
corresponds to exactly one rule, then the com~ressed initial st~te
consists of one entry for each rule. Now, suppose there exists a
subset of rules in the initial state, a.l1 having the same right-
hand side. I.e., rules
A..... a' such that /{A .. -to a']1 > 1.1J 1J
We can transform the grammar to one in which
A1j -+ [a·J with [a.] an invented nonterminal
and Ca'J .... a' a rule of the initial state. Now, the com'Pressed
initial state has exactly one entry for each terminal symbol
scanned, and the resolution of which rule to apply in a reduction
of at has been transferred to state [at] involving renaming rules.
As a second example, consider a at.:l.te Ak composed exclusivelyof type (3) rules of the form
Pkj = Akj ~ AkBkj fer j = l, ••• ,~ •
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-
If all the Pkj have distinct right-hand sides, then the compressed
table for state Ak has exactly nk entries, one for each distinct
rule. Now, suppose that there exists a subset of A
k
rules, all
having the same right-hand side, i.e., rules
Akj -to Aka' auch that I{A kj ... a'}1 >1 •
We can transform the gra.mmar to one 111: which
Akj ... (1\ka 'J ,with [Aka 'J an invented nonterminal
and
obvious that the above analysis applies also
exclusively of type (4) rules of the form
a rule of state Ak •
Ak state has exactly one entry for each terminal
the resolution of which rule to apply in a








to a state Am composed
for j = l, ••. ,nm"
distinct right-hand sides, n is the. m
number of entries to express the reductions of stste A~, and,
otherwise, the grammar CBn be transformed to yield unique right-
hend sides. Difficulty occurs in our" compression algorithm when,
a state having some arbitrary mixture of type (2), type (3), and
type (4) rules is encountered. (Type (1) rules always occur
together in the initial state, and the compression algorithm
essentially treats them as qescribed in the example above.)
In our system, a state cumposed of a mixture of type (2),
type (3), and type (4) rules is depicted as one quadrant of a
cartesian plane involving y-coordinates that represent terminal
symbols and x-coordinates that represent nonterminal (stack)
symbols. As an example, consider the f~llowing hypothetical
state construc~ed from (1,1) BRC INFG rules:
PmJ = A~j -. AmjAm
. Where; if all rules have
1 1 5 1 1
3 3 5 3
3 3 5 3
3 3 4 4 4
C D E F G stack symbols









In Figure 1, rule 5 must obviously be a type (4) rule, rules 1
and 4 must be type (3) rules, and rule 3 must be a type (2) rule.
If we look at state A of the compressed parser, then the following
entries will be used to represent the actions of the parser:
.l: .¥ I on atack~ tJ'llDafer !! "ulaatate B'
g d on inptlt !!!!!! BPPll rule 1 ;
g B llIl inptlt .~ t1'BDllfer tg, .."tate a' ;
g B.DTthing alae !!!!!! appll. rule 3 ;
I': g a on inptlt~ apply rule 4 ;
g anything alae~ appll rule 5 ;
.': !! C em atack !!:!!E: apply rula 3 ;.
!! D on stack .J:B!!:! applY rule 3 ;.
~ IlDIJ'tbill& alp !l1:!!~ nIo1. 4 ;
The compressed state A thus contains 9 twenty-four- bit entries,
representing a total of 20 possible symbol pairs seen as contexts
in the original uncompressed version of the ~tate.
In what follows, we will introduce definitions of the terms
used in the preceding discussion, and give a proof of the optimality
of the compression algorithm under certain constraints.
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NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
Let L(G) be a context-free language defined over a Source_
program vocabulary T and generated by a context-free grammar
G = (N,T,S,P) using nonterminal alphabet N, starting symbol S in
N, productions P of the form A -. w in P, where A in N is the
left-hand side and w in (N U T)+ is the right-hand side, or
handle, of the rule. Let !> represent ( =». , where wI '9 w
2if and only if w2 can be generated in one step from wI using a
production in grammar G. Then, L(G) = {x: x in T; & S ~) xJ.
At this point, we assume that tpe reader has some familiarity
with the standard notation and definitions used in papers on formal
languages, such as [1] , [6J, and [12J. We are particularly concerned
with the notion of (m,n) BRC (bounded right context) grammars
originally developed in [4]. As is demonstrated in [UJand 8.4},
there is an effective, looalized test for the non-(m,n) BRC
property of any bracketed grammar, and, if the grammar is LR(k)
for some finite k, there is an effective algorithm for converting
that grammar to a (l,l)BRC covering grammar. From this (1,1)
ERe grammar, there is a simple conversion into our INFG that
preserves the (1,1) BRC property and retains all structural
information in the original Brammar. ·We "give the followine
special definition of a INFG, followed by a simplified conversion
alf,orithm:
Definition A INFG~(normal_form grammar) G is a 5-tuple
G = (N,Q,T,S,P)
where N is a finite set of symbols called the stack alphabet
Q is a finite set of symbols called the states
T is a finite set of symbols called the terminals or input
alnhabet
S is a distinguished element of Q called the initial symbol,
P is a finite set of productions of the following forms:
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, and
(N U Q)and ai in T
(N U Q) and Ajl in Q
in (N U Q) , Akl in Q
with Am in (N U Q), Aml'in N, and
for any two rules of types (1), (3),
..,. ai with Ai in
~ Ajl with Aj in
~ AkIak with Ak






Type ( 2 ) : A.
J




Pi = Ai .... wi and Pj = Aj _~ Wj
then wi = wj implies that Pi = Pj • 'Only type (2) rules
(the urenaming·rules ll ) are allowed to violate this restriction,
which, however, entails no 1085 in generality.
Given this def~nition of a lNFG, we can easily present an
aleorithm for convertinff any (1,1) BRC grammar G = (N,T,S,P)
into an equivalent (1,1) BRC INFG G' = (N',Q,T,S,P') such that G'
covers G:
Algori thm 1:
N" = (N' U Q)
Let
The notation [X] denotes a new symbol in
where x is in y+ = (N U T)+ in what follows.
N" = fli<J: A -~ ·xy is in P for x in (y*y2 U T) & Y in v+] U N
PI = LA ~ B • A ..,. B is in P & B is in y]•
P2 = ~A of BC . A ~ BC is in P & B is in N & C is in y}.
P3 = fA .... [x]B A -+ xB· is in P & x is in (y*y2 U T) &
B is in y}
P
4 = f(xA] -I> [x]A
. A is in Y & x is in (y*y2 U T) & [xA]is in N'~.
P5 = {[BC] ~ BC : B is in N .& C is in V}
P6 ={[a] ..., a : a is in T & ( [aA] .... (a]A is in P4 or
A .. [alB is in P3)}
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N' = tB : A .... BC is in P2 or [BC] .. BC is in P53
U {&J : A ~[x]B is in P3 or [xA] .. [xJA is in P4]
Q = (0 (A ~ BC is in P2 or A .. [x]C is in P3 or
fuc] .... [xJc is in P4 or ([BC] .. BC is in P5
&: C is in N}
To ensure that the stack and state alphabets are distinct
in the resulting lNFG, we transform the.lNFG as follows: For
every J in N'() Q , replace the occurrences of J in the Ai .... JB
i
rules by (J], yielding rules Ai .... ~]Bi and the additional rule
P] .. J in P'. This transformation makes [J] a stack symbol llnd
J the state symbol of the resulting lNFG, and preserves the covering
property of the grammar. It is proved in [13] and [14] that
Algorithm 1 can be augmented to prevent any increase in context
bounds during the conversion process, yielding a (1,1) BRC lNFG
from a (1,1) BRC context-free grammar. As a last step in the.
conversion, to ensure unique right-hand sides for all type (1),
(3), and (4) rules in the resulting lNFG, if there exist any subset
of type (1), (3), or (4) rules in P' such that
Pik = Aik -+ w for k = 1, •.. ,n
we re~lace these rules in P' by
Pik = Aik -+ [w] for k = 1, ••• ,n
and add the rule [w] -,. w to P·. ([wJ is clearly in Q.) The
resultine INFG has the following interesting prouerties exploited
by the compression algorithm (and proved in 13):
Theorem 1 ([13]) Let G be a (1,1) BRO INFG. Then, during
a leftmost ~nrse, at most two symbols must be ins~ected to
detennine the correct reduction for each step of the parse.
r. e.,
1. The handle of each type (1) rule can be distinguished
from the remaining rules of the grammar by inspection
of left contexts only.
2. The handle of each type (3) rule Clln be distinguished
from the remaining rules of the gr~mmar by insnection
of left contexts (topmost stack symbols) only.
3. The handle of each type (4) rule can be distinguished
-1
from the remalnlng rule of the gra ar by inspection
of right contexts (curI ,nt input sylbols) only.
4. The handle of each typr (2) rule ca be distinguished
from the remaining rulE J of the gr by inspection
of both left and right ,ontexts.
References [15J, [16], and [171 provide simp e algorithms for
calculating the pairs of conte>!, symbols (A,~) in N x T for which
. each rule in a (1,1) BRC INFG nley be applied/during a leftmost
parse. ),
We can now indicate t~e nat;ural corresponden~e between
(1,1) BRC INFG's and their leftijtQst parsers (which we call (1,1)
BCA's) •
Definition A deterministic (1,1) BCA is a 6-tuple
A = (N,Q,T,M,SO'S)
where
x T into (N U Q) x {O,l,2)
called the initial ~tate
stack vocabulary








N is a finite set of symbols
Q is a finite 'set of symbols
T is a finite set of symbols
or terminal vocabulary
M is a partial function from N x Q
So is a distinguished element of Q
of the acceptor
S is a distinguished element of Q called the final state
of the acceptor, in which acceptance.of the in~ut
string occurs.
The M-function specifies the actions taken by the BCA from
'a configuration (B,A,a) in N x Q x T:
M(B,.A,a) = (C,i)
specifies
1. erase no symbols if i = 0 or
2. erase the next input symbol (namely, a) if i = 1 or
3. erase the topmost stack symbol (namely, B) if i = 2,
and then
1. stack the symbol C and continue operation in the initial
stat~ if C is in N, or
2. continue operation in the state 0, if C is in Q.
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Aj ..,. Ajl with a context
pair (B, b), then
M(B,Ajl,b) ~ (Aj,O)
Type (3) roles: If Pk ~
pair (B,ak2 ), then
M(B,Akl ,ak2 ) ~ (Ak;l)
Type (4) roles: If Pm ~
pair (Aml,b), then





Given a lNFG G ~ (N',Q',T',S',P'), the corresponding (1,1)
BCA is defined as follows:
1. Let N ~ NI, Q~ Q', T ~ T', "nd S ~ S'.
2. Let So be defined uniquely (not in N U Q U T) and
include it in Q.
3. Define M by the following four cases:
a. Type (1) roles: If Pi ..,. ail with a context pair.
(B, ail), then
M(B,So,ail ) ~ (Ai,l)
Type(2) roles: If' P ~
j
With the M-function'defined in this way, it can be easily proved
that the language defined by G is the same as that accepted by
A (acceptance by final state S). It also follows that A is
deterministic, since, for each e.ffective applicatiq,n of a rul,e
of P, A examines both the handle and sufficient bounded context
so that the rule may be uniquely distinguished.
MINIMIZING THE NUMBER OF TESTS TO SPECIPY A REDUCTIO&
The implemented BGA computes M by a linear search through
the region of the parsing table that contains the contexts and
reductions of the current state in a leftmost parse. There are
IQI subtables of the M-table, counting one eubtable for each
BCA state and an initial state containine all the type (1) rules.
- Consider the subtable of M for a particular sta.te A of the BGA
A(which we call the M table). This table contains entries of
the form
~(B,a) = (Ai'j).
As in Figure 1, theee MA entries can be represented as a
quadrant in a cartesian plane, with y coordinates representing
terminal symbols and x coordinates representing stack symbols.
At most one INFG rule is'associated with each point in the plane
because of the (1,1) BRG property of the grammar, and typical
lNFG rules appear as a row of contexts (type (3) rules) or a
column of contexts (type (4) rules) or a blob of contexts -(type
'(2) rules).
If we desi,gn the parser to inspect all rule contexts in
sequence for each state, we obtain a very bUlky parsing table,
typi~ally 5000 or more entries for a proeramming language.,
The better strategy is to observe that, in many rows, the entire
set of contexts belong to one type (3) rule and, in many columns,
the entire set of contexts belong to one type (4) rule. For one
of these type (3) rules, we would like to ignore all tests of
stack contexts with the understanding that such test~ will occur
anyway at a later point in the parse when those stack symbols
participate in type (4) reductions. We might then use one entry
of the form
(a right entry)
for row al having no conflicting type (2) or type (4) contexts,
where the asterisk (0) denotes ienoring a context symbol. We
could likewise use the entry
(11~ entry)
in place of the column of contexts corl'es!'onding to stack symbol
-lJ-
A
~ (*,*) = (A ,0)
P
Plaueible as this outline of a compression scheme may appear,
it ienores a number of problems:
1. In certain cases, generation of a "minimum number of table
entries to represent the context tests of each row and
column does not minimize the total number of entries
generated for the reSUlting compressed state.
2. The presence of two or more type (2) rules in state A
is not adequately handled by this simnle scheme.
3. It is not olear which order~ng of rules to be inspected
in state A yields the smallest compressed subtable.
Because of the combinatoric problems involved in finding the
smallest compressed MA Bubtable over all possible sequences of
input a~d stack symbol tests, it was decided to impose some
constraints on the problem to make it more tractable. Surprisingly,
two very simple constraints suffice:
Constraint 1: Bach" eubtable rill be pnerated b7 a
process that compresses left entries first, and then
co.presses right entries on the basis of prior decisions.
Constraint 2: In order to preserve the language accepted by
the cornpresscq BeA, MA entries due to stack-reducinG rules
(type (4) rules) must be compressed ae~left entries or entries
in the substntes of right~or left entries. ffiA entries due
to input-reducine rules must be cOlllTJressed as rieht entries
or entries in the substates of right or left entries.
Furthermore, the "don't eare" entry of a state or its substate
must be preceded by all the entries that test for its
conflicting contexts.
Constraints I-and 2 imply that each test in the compressed MA
table ~in8pects only one symbol. Under these constraints,we can
outline the steps involved in the operation of the optimal
compression algorithm.
Comnression Scheme: The o~timal compression ale,orithm works for
each st~te within constraints 1 ~nd 2 by
1. Producing left entri~s, which may force substates to
teet for rules whose contexts conflict with the rules
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chosen for left· com" ression;
2. Producing right entJies, which may force substates
to test for rules whose contexts conflict with rules
chosen for right compression;
3. Producing at most one unspecified entry, which may
force right or left entries to test for rules whose
~ontexts conflict with the one type (2) rule chosen
for compression.
The resulting MA_table is ordered so that, for each state~
1. All left entries are inspected first in sequence;
2. All rieht entries are inspected next;
3. The one unspecified entry, corresponding to either a
type (2) rule or a transfer to an "errOT-meSf::age staten,
is inspected last.
Given a fully specified BCA Bt and its compressed version B",
we can easily demonstrate that E" performs only those reductions
possible in B' during a parse. Thus, acceptance of an input
. string by B' implies acceptance by BII. Furthermore, acceptance
by En of an im)ut string implies acceptance by Bt, since the
sequence of reductions performed by E" can always be duplicated
on BI. Hence, acceptance by BI is equivalent to acceptance by
B", although errors in the inp~t string will generally be detected




THE OPTIMAL COMPRESSION ALGORI1 1M-ROWS
This section describes the strategies used in compressing
A
rows of the M -table, and prov'I~' in claims I through 4, that
these strategies result in a c(mpres~ed parsing table of minimum
size wi thin ccnstre.ints I and ;\. The algorithm is developed along
the lines of the three-step coupression scheme of the previous
section. To simplify the presolltation, we first develop strategies
for steps 2 and 3 of the compression Bcheme, and then 9resent
two alternatives for step 1. Thus, in what follows, it will be
assumed that step 1 has already been applied, and that the N-T
plane for state A has been cleared of all columns containing type
(2) and type (4) rules to be represented by left entries in the
MA_table. What remains in the N-T plane after step 1 will be
re~re8ented by points in the set W, denoted by
1'1 a «B,a,i) I ~(B,a)=i is still in the ~-table).
(We assume that W is "compacted" so that we will examine only
those rows corresponding to a clfCT which are non-empty.)
In each row (a l c T) there are entries:
H(a') = «B,a',i) 0 W}.
Wit~in a row of entries, there are groups of entries with
the same particular r.tA-value, i I:
R(a',i') = ((B,a',i') E:: H(a l )}
If all entries in a row are· input-reducing (type (3) rules) and
have the same MA_value, it, then one compressed MA entry results,
namely,
mA(.,a') = i'
If we choose to compress the entries corresponding to the. i' rule
in a row with entries corresponding to other rules. then a sub~tate
results, consistin~ of one entry for rule i' preceded by entries
,for each rule in row a l with filA value other than i I:
CR(a',i') = H(a ' ) - R(a',i')
"
,
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We are now in a position





+ m - ::?-=-.'d :;-
a in T u.FR(a) O,cra.FR(a)
to prove the correctness of
scheme through 'Claims 1 and 2:
Claim 1: If in some row a there are rules i and j, i~j
'such that




NIFR(a)=j - NIFR(a)=i = N(a,j) - N(a~i)
,Ill cr "a, j - cr .a.~
- (h - I' .) -. (h - I' .)a ,a,) a, a,l
= r . - r .a,l. a,)
~l.
Claim?2: If in some row a there are rules i and j, ilj, such
that
I' i = I' .at a, J
then
Proof: Like Claim 1.
. ,
Strategy 1 follows immediately from Claims 1 and 2.
Strategy 1: (Apply to rows havinff contexts derived from more
th~n one rule or h8ving contexts derived exclusively from one
type (3) rule.) If, in a navticular row. some type (3) rule j
is the only one present, then the compression of row a in ~A is
a sinele entry of the form
gA(',a) = j.













number of contexts in row a, or j is randomly chosen from among
the subset of row a rules all having the (same) largest number
of contexte. Then, the compression of row a in ~A is a single
entry of the form
/lA«,a) = (a' ,0)









After Strategy 1 has been applied to all applicable rows,
the only nonempty rows that remain to be considered in MA are
the rows containing contexts from single type (2) rules (i.e.,
one type (2) rule per remaining row). To compress these rowB,
we choose one of the remaining rules to be the unspecified entry
of mA, and the rest of the type (2) rules are represented by
ri[ht entries, one row at a time. Given this situation, we can
'prove Claim 3 about the number of ~A entries resulting from'
compressing the remaining type (2) rules:
Claim 3: At"ter removing all MA entries treatea by Strategy 1, if,
for rules i and j, ilj,
-=-------- "(1 - S ) >




IU=j • . .
Proof: We partition T as if = T
l
T1 = {acT I r a i # 0 &•
U T2 U T3 U T4
ra,j F OJ
such that
T2 = {acT - Tl
T3 = (acT - Tl
r . yI OJ
a"
r . yI 0)
a,J
Clearly (~) implies that
-t
(l\(a,FR~a) I luej - N(a,FR(a) I Ii.=i)
+ I (N(a,FR(a» lu=j - N(a,FR(al) lu=i)
aET2










~ 0 + I (1) + I (-1) + 0
aET2 atT3
"




Aft~r removing all MA entries treated by St~tegy 1, if,
i and j. i,lj.
SET







Proof: As in Claim 3, we partition T as Tl U T2 U T3 U T4







3 and 4 then imply the followiJ, J strategy for
the remaining type (2) rules i: the MA_table:
For all rules remaining in th MA_tab1C after









) =mBX .( r_ (1 • 6
0
• r »)..,ra,u k, acT a,k
a choice among
unspecif1ed entry
rest of the type (2)
If no rulee remain, then u = O. If there ie
renaming rules for u, then we can select the
in 'faA at random t'rom among these rules. The
I
rules present are represented by right ntries,
~A(*.ai) = i l
J• •
• • (Bjm,ajlij) all in W- u
• •
HA(-,ak ) = i k
HA(*,» = u
In'the last entry of the compressed MA_table, if u = 0, then
the unspecified entry is a transfer to an "error-message state"
which then returns to So to continue ~canning for further errors •
.'
..
THE OPTIMAL COMPRESSION ALGORITHM-COLUMNS
We now turn to the problem of ~pecifying step 1 of the
compression scheme. In the same way that we determined
candidates FR(e) (a in ~) for right compression, ws will
determine candidates FL(B) (B in N) for left compression. The
difference here ie thnt we do not compress every FL(B) candidats.
since a smaller mA_tab1e may result from ignoring some of the
FL(B) columns and incorporating their ignored entries into the
substates generated from the row compression steps of the scheme.
Furthermore, type (2) (renaming) rules are considered as candidates
for compression in step 1, as well as in steps 2 and 3 of the
compression scheme, since it may be more economical to compress
an unfavored renaming rule by columns. ,rather than by rows.
We will consider the full N-T plane, lettin~ W represent
the set of ncnempty contexts in this plane. In each column B'
in NI there are entries:
V(B') = «(B',a,i)£W).
Within a column of entries there are g~oups of entries with
the same particular ~-value,· i':
L (B' ,i ') = «(B', a, ~ ' ) EV (B' ) }.
If we were to compress the entries of L(BI,i f } into a left
entry, then a substate would be produced consiRtinE of entries in
the column 9' with MA-value other than i l :
CL(B' ,i') = V(B') - L(B' ,i).
We defin'e
VB = IV(B) I
r
!B,i = IL(B,i) \
J"fj I I I
clB,i = ICL(B,i) =VB-J.B ,·, ,1
We consider the problem of deciding for each column
BEN a candidate FL(B) for left compression (where FL(B)=O
means that there is no ·candidate "in column BEN). Having
. ,
determined th~ FL(B) we must then'decide for each BEN for




a-..~~ oJfFjL{B,cl: BU'i-.i produce B, .lefjti ent,ry,ltR~e8:1 tpo aq sJ{\\~,t~~.e" of,
~ em:1>~0 r:::Y~5~~~ t!;le candidacy; (M,t F,L(B,J) =;, qh•. "If. !.lv d;~.p.cteH
1>1l~ 11Ii1-:!1H1J.l!!ln c;95'.tr (in terms of, nW1/1;ler of<, e~t~i,ee, in, t!\.): fer left
C,91Jl[\M!'l§PJ!, r,e,cursivelf by defiring: .
.J,!)j t1h~ ¥!:j of< l,e.ft compress~o!1 candiqaJti:'h':
F ~ (BeN', FL(B·llol;
, . .
2:i1 ll!l!l: c9AA off comHressing ent.z;ies 1'/ 'th,"').. '11'1:. If.~t.:
'l..Q!!lIl."~9n candidates remai.n:
C(W,t) = NCW);;
3j~ th~, C}?sl< of compressing en,tries W w~'71t, ~~t,
~1 ~~t: compression candidate B:
[CCW,F - (Bl)
e.:'~),~l, = minlCIB,FLCBI +' 2 ... C(W-tB~)X~},.
w~ ~~~ n~~ in B position to B1>at. Clai~: ~~
~d~~m, ~. within constraints land 2, t1;le n~.1;ler, of entrie. in________~ ... _ A ",J, 1.1-\.1 .... 2,_ OJ I~I",.( ,n.-; ';,.
1;}1.'e ~JlF!ll'~!l;%e'i- l\l -ta,ble iB minimized b~ '1RJ'1,9X~H.~; 19,'; ~'1,f~ C,9,~~,;e,s~ion
,.:ic!', %1<~~, ~. 1;;~\IlS.~ ~~(B) rules for, which ~~~,J,~ \'§ 'llA.'A\'NfPr. 'Ml,')~Yii:W;
§1;;'i!\>S Il %'i'.Q 3, t,hen yie.1ds the lIf,irimUl)l 1t'l>.i>,~.'/,'. .- .
milt,
..




E '_ . a n candidacy and is denote4
MJ ell!!@1'1 #11' c.os.t oL ,g ..oug",.':'. r"r?W~'" '1-rW'" \lello ',"II
~ ~§' ~!~eF~r ft F!~!F) ~s mfR~~i:~8 ~t~1 EII1:f: fBII: r~~~
"'ho'~h~'<'e eE ....T(.B.)..is irnmilteri,,'. gt·herwise, E'W,F} is
~ C1"l'O"".rt:::"t:: :c- r'tt\,.... T':' r:;'i\l; J:er.~".r. ETietv.'lse, (W,FJ 15
J!IlMI~m @.J e.\19,oS'~ FHf3} ~iif!R Mi\"~ 8tH:'l::l1i/ 1:~ ~MM:t:
Jl.••I!'••~ t!W# jJ,\l/I"fo(~B) ;i.s ,mi'f.'l,Wl., :u fN; ~8mg gH'JffIR !\
~ NI!' 1\\q\l'";l.nl'tl't",~,r.a~;I,'\9 fli}~e }-Nl~ j: tI~ 9&<11 ,!:,~n:
11..... .r 11", -"~ t!lllll ,s\\.9A%' flAAym ,f m lI8F U/~ 8ti78t:
deey may be made randomly.
Strategy l : For each BeN, we choose FL (B) =i where i is
non-Input-erasing and where
If all rules in column B ar~ input-erasing, then we choose
FL(B)=O.
I
One method for calculating C(W,F) is to employ a
recursive algorithm which directly encodes the recursive
definition of C(W,FI, thus essentially trying all accept/
ignore combinations for candidates in F. We will find that
at times s~ch a combinatorial approach is our only alter-
aative. ButJoften)we will be-able to decide upon acceptance
af candidacy without recursion.
Even though we cannot always determine PB explici-tly I
<t - -
we can always determine quaiities PB and PB such that
Thus if
we should accept B candidacy, sinc~
C(IY,F_(R} )-(e!.g FL(B)+2-6"O 1 +C(IY-{B}xT,F-(Bl))
, ,e B,FL(B)
> p - PB- B
> O.
Similar ly if
we should ignore B candidacy, since




If PB ~ PB ~ PB ~ PB then we choose to accept B candidacy.
• •
It is in the calculations of PB and PB that the favored/
unfavored denotations of entries for right compression become
























It is easy to see that regardless of what happens with
left compression, row c will be left with at least two
entries "4" (in columns B1 and B2). Since rule "7" cannot
possibly survive left compression with that many entries,
the surviving entries "4" will be favored for right com-
pression. Moreover, if the entry 117" survives, it will be
'unfavored. Since the entries "5" are stack-reducing, they
will be unfavored if they survive .left .compression. If we
choose to ignore B3 candidacy, then it will be necessary to
-25-
represent the entries of V(B3 ) as either unspecifie~, right,
or substate entries. It is easy to see that the entry "4" at
(c,B3) will be included with the remaining "4"'s in row c and
represented by a single right entry. Thus, there is no additional
cost incurred by the "4" at (c,B3). If we choose to ignore B5candidacy, then it will be necessary to represent the entries of
V(B5 ) as eubetate entries of rows a, b, and c, sines all entries
• in V(B5) are unfavored. Thus, we may calculate~, the minimum'
cost of ignoring a B candidaoy, as
PB D /({B,a,ilcV(BI which are unfavored for right
compression) I '
and Ps' the maximum cost of ignoring a B candidacy as
= vB - 1{(B,a,ilcV(BI which are
'compression) I. favored for right





























accept BS candidacy. After doing 80 we have
-26-
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Since n~ left compression candidates remain, we perform right
compression and obtain the final MA-table
It(B
5
,·) = (A' ,0)
mA(_,e) = (A 4,1)
!t(*,~) = (A3' 0)
llA'(_,e) = (A7
,O)
!t'(-,*) = (A 5 ,2)
Of course it is not always possible to determine whether to
ignore or accept candidacy in such a closed fashion. When
such cases occur, it is n~cessary to. select a candidate and
"try both possibilities. For, example
T
b 3 3
a 3 3 ..
• N
Bl . B2 , ,
,





- •Since for both candidates, PB < PB < PB, it follows that
-27-
the acceptance decision cannot be made! uriori. So, we first try
ignoring Bl candidacy. But then the "3"5 in column Bl
(and


















whence we ignore 8 2 candidacy as well. Since no left
compression candidates remain, we perform right compression
~nd- obtain the HA-table consisting of the single entry
,











Since this second alternative has already produced a (partial)
:~-table whose size equals that of the previously· obtained
~-table, we abandon this alternative path.
We now formalize left-compression.
For a'£T define
•
RCa' ,i) ~ «B,a' ,il <RCa' ;i)
• •
·r , . = IRCa' ,i) I.a ,'-
FL(B)=Oj
Definition. Each element of R(a',i) is said to be un--
favored if and only if either
a) i is stack-reducing, or;
•
Each element of R(a',i) is said to beDefinition.
bl there is a rule j fOr which r , .a .J > r , . •a ,'-
favored if and only if
a) i is not stack-reducing, and;
b) for each rule j~i, ra';i > ral,j"
We develop a recursive procedure which requires as parameters
the~MA-table, W, and a set of left-context, left-compress ion-
candidate-pairs, F = {(B,FL (B» I· B<N}, where some of the
FL(B)'s may be zero. The procedure returns a set of pairs
CL = {(B,il I BoN & i=O or i=FL(B)}
.
indicating which of the FL(B) 's are optimally accepted as
candidates. The procedure also returns the COST (the number
" of entries for the optimal j,lA-table.) The fUll. recursive
compression algorithm is given as follows (Where we do not
indicate the use of ~ a~d ~ in abandoning recursive descents
where possible within the optimization procedur~.
-29-
procedure Compress(W) ;
1. set F CI t;
2. for every BEN do-
2.1 determine.FLeB);
2.2 set F = F U (B,FL(B»};
end'.-'
3. call optimize (w, F, COST, CL);
4. for ever~ (B,j)ECL with j~O do-
,
4.1 create a substate conteining right entr1es for the
elements of CL(B,j) and one last entry for L(B,j);
4.2 create a left entry for L(B,j) leading to the
substate of 4.1;
4.3 set W = W - B x T;
end




where the optimization procedure is:
procedure Optiinize(W, F, COST, eL) ;
1'. set W' = W, COST = 0, lO = «B,OlEFJ. F' = F _ lG, AC = ~;
2. using IG.U F I for determining the FL(B)'s, mark a~
favored/unfavored as many elements of WI as possible:
3. while there exists (B,FL(B»)EF' such that eitherPB ~ PB or PB ~ PB do
3.1 set F' = F' - (B/FL(B»);
3.2 g PB ~ PB
then !!.2
3.2.1 set AC. ACV«B,FL(BII);





set COST ~ COST + PB;
-- .
3.2.4 set IG c IG U {(B,O) I;
-303 using IG U F I for determining the FL(B)'s, mark as




4. if F' = ~
then do
4.1 set COST = COST + N (W' ) ;




4.4 select some (B,FL(B»£F';
4.5 setF"=F'-{(B,FL(B»I;
4.6 call optimize (W' ,IG U F" U [(B,O) I, COST'I' CLI );
4.7 call optimize (W'-{Bhc:T, IG U Fil, COSTA' CLA );
4.8 if COST I 2 COSTA + PB
then do
4.8.1 set COST = COST + COSTI ;




4.8.4 set COST = COST + PB + COSTA'
-31-






MERGING OF SOBSTATES WITHIN COMPRESSED STATES
Having described the compreesion of parsing table entries
for a fixed inspection sequence, we can next exploi~ the similaritf
of states in the reeulting parser and states in a Floyd-Evans
parser. (9) Beo~se of this similarity, we are able to applf the,
Ichbiah-Morse read-entry merging algcrithm to the merging of
subetatee in the compressed parser. In principle. the merging
procese could be applied to the entire M-table at onoe, rather
than to each sA eUbtable. However. s~ a merging proceee would
obecure the next development; namely. the discovery of rearrange-
mente in the inspection sequence for a given etate that violate
the original fixed sequence aesumption, but field mer,ed and
compressed states whose size cannot be reduced further.
As an example of merging, if the substates corresponding
to two rows of a etate are identical. they are merged into a single
subB~ate. If they are identical except for their last (no contest)
entries, they are merged into a single substate whose last entry
is replaced by two partial right-context entries, one for each of
the original two substates. The minor dilrerences between our
merging process and the original reported in Ichbiah and Moree (9)
are that
(a) We treat the procees of merging read entries of the set
of row substates and the set of column substates as two
separate merging problems.
and
(b) For each of those merged row and column substates not
haVing the eame laet (no context) entry, we attach a
dietinguishine partial right context (or left conte~t)
entry at the end of the merged substate.
The following definitions formalize the correspondence with this
merging algorithm.
Definition For each a in a of rAp let
rIa) = f (B1'.) ••••• (Bn -1',),( ••• ) Ja
be the partial left contexts of the a' substate of gAo
-33-
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Suppose that[G< ,f>,16J is a :s!!!! (notation from Iohbiah and
Morse (9,p.505» betweenol. and 16 in O. We may then gsnerate
~cp ,16) entries for the entries of f3. An addi tional ~(P(,~)
entries are needed for the entries corresponding too( but not to
~. This is the graph equivalent of substate mergers. We get
~(~,~) + ~(',') productions instead of ~(or,l6) + ~(p,I6).
Consid~r now the conditions that must be satisfied by a
partial graph G' of G so that substates may be associated with G'.
Clearly, no more than one arc should be incident out of each node.
In addition, for any node .,( , there should be a path in A from
0( to 16. Hence, exactly one arc should be incident out of each
node other than 16. Thus, the partial graph G' can be shown to be
an inverse arborescence with 16 a, its root.
Thus, the minimum number of merged substate entries that.
are associated with a partial graph wiil be obtained fDr the
minimum-coat inverse arborescenc8.
Algorithm for the Minimum-Cost Inverse Arborescence (MIA)
The minimum-cost inverse arborescence G' = (~,W') of
G = (X,VI) is constructed as follows,
(a) W' con'oains no aro incident o~ of 16
(b) For every node ~ in X' other than 16, W' contains a
single arc incident out of«. This arc is the arc of W
which has the smallest cost of all the arcs incident out
of p(.
From the preceding discussion, we see that the MIA algorithm
generates a minimum-cost arobrescence when applied separately to




F1sure2. A state for Whioh Bo~ Merging and Oompression Are Des1rahle
e 1 1 1', 1 1 8 8 8 8 ~ 8
d 1 1 1 1 1 '7 7 7 7 7 7
c 2 3 4 5 6
h 2 3 4 5 6
a 2 3 4 5 6
B 0 D l! G ~Jt ·~I,' ." Id Jl
Then, the compressed and merged tahle for the state shown
in Figure 2 containe a total of 15 entries, as shown helo.. ,
Figure 3. The Oompressed and Merged Tahle for Figure 2
State Al r(B,*) = B' States .':O',D':E',F': mA(*,d) =1
r(O,* ) = 0' r(*,e) = 1
r(D,*) = D' rA(B,*) = 2
rA(E,*) == E' rA(O,*) = 3
r(F,*) = pi r(D,*) = 4
r(*,d) = 7 Iit(E,*) = 5







RELAXATION OF CONSTRAINTS IN THE COHPRESSIONIPROCESS
The finat, problem treated ooncerns the relaxation of the
O;rdering constraint for the .....in entries in the I!'- tabla, in
order to arrive at a.oompressed gA table in whioh further mergers
and/or reorderings can at best leave the total number of entriee
unchanged. We consider the question of which eubeet J' of J, the
terminals read by etate gA, might better be inspected prior to
the teste for. N. It should be noted that the oonverse questi~
ooncerning some subset of N to be inspeoted after symbols from
¥ need not be answered, sinoe moving Q subset of ¥ in front of
the N tests is equivalent to moving a subset of N to follow the
¥ tests of state MA• As an example of where this reorganization
is useful, oonsider the following variation of Figure 2:
Figure 4. A Parser Stllte for Whioh Reorganization Minimizes
The Number of Entri611
e 1 9 10 11 12 8 8 8 8 8 8
d 1 9 10 11 12 '1 7 7 7 7 7
0 2 3 4 5 6
b 2 3 4 5 6
a 2 3 4 5 6
B C D It F G H I J K L
Without reorganization the state of Figure 4 yields a
lPinimized II" table having entries as in Figure 5:
figurs· 5. ~iminary Minimization of the State in Figu.re 4
A: If.(!!,*) :::I'B' B' : IA(*,d) = 1 -,"(*,e) = 10
r(C,*) = C' mA(*,e) = 1 mA(*,*) = 4
mA(D,*) = D' mA(*,*) = 2 E' : I'-(*,d) ~ 11
r(E,*) = E' C I : gA(*,d) = 9 "'(*,e) = 11
l\fA(F,*) = F' It(*,e) = 51 I A(*,*) = 5
mA(*,d) = 7 gA(*,*) z 3 p' : mA(*,d) = 12
mA(*,e) • 8 n' : I A(*,lI) • 10 r(*,e) • 12
mA(*,*) = error gA(*,*) = 6
, -36-
In Figure 5, if the (*,d) and (*,e) entries of the subtables
respectively involved ths same rsductions, we oould merge these
subtables as in the first example above. The characteristio
propsrty of the Figure 5 subtables is that a subset of the symbols
consumsd.are identical in these subtables and that, for each
subtable, all suoh reductions are identical. Put formally, let
U £ , be the set of terminsls suoh that
ri(*,u) ~ aotio~ for \& in U and i a subtable of r
Then, this implies that reorganization of the "main" portion of
the r table to ecan all u in U before scanning all X in R will
result in u-subtables whose stack-reducing entries can be merged.
This ie bjoause all these stack-reducing entries correspOnd to the
distinct subtables in the orig1nsl mA state from which the set U
was constructed.
Figure 6. Reorganization of the Compressed State in Figure 5
A: "(*,d) ~ d' d':e': !f(B,*) ~ 1
r(*,e) ~ e' r(C,*) = 9
mA(B,*) ~ 2 mA(D,*) = 10
mA(c,*) = 3 r(E,*) = 11
gA(D.*) = 4 It-(F,*) = 12
mA(E,") ~ 5 ~(*,d) = 7
l\lA(F,*) = 6 mA(.,*) = 8
mA(*,") = error
The Figure 6 reorganization involves a total of 15 entries, '-ere-
the table of Figure 5 contains 23 entries. Furthermore, any
reorganization of Figure 6 does not lead to a smaller gA table.
-This reorganization process can be expressed in terms of the
following algorithm:
Notation, ,. is the subset of4 consisting of terminsls tested
in more than one subtable of gAo ~ is the subset of powerset(¥I)
in whioh eaoh element _ 1n'~ is s largest subset of y, for which
the reductions of u are identicali-""thin. each subtable~ .Then,
the following 4't...~......ua1s of the folowing steps I
-37-
eile 17 ~ 0 ~
1. Select an element u in 17.
2. Set 17 = U - u.
3. ConetruOt a reorganized A-state table It with the u
symbols co~ressed before the stack symbols of the
ori~al compression algorithm.
4. Merge the newly-created eubtables in the resulting
r table.




JORTHER REFIN~ENTS OF THE COMPRESSION PROCESS
Some further second-order improvements might be expeeted
from attemp.s to merge and reorganize the entire parsing table
rather than each separate state. From all observations, however,
little if any improvement oan be realized from such global
minimization because the states of a BCA parser tend to be
disjoint. Furthermore, undertaking such minimization in an
impl~ented parser-generating system forces the resulting system
to execute much more slowly than the corresponding stat~by-state
version of the system. For this reason, our implementation of




QOMPARI~ON WITH RESULTS OBTAINED FROM OTHER SCHEMES
lp ~~der ~o Qbtain some feeling for the success of these compression
te~bni~ues. we compared our PGS with the weak· precedence method of Ichbiah and.
Moi"s~, as well as the LALR method of DeRemer . ...As a basis for comparison, we
C~P$~ 1) a simple grammar for arithmetic expressions, 2) • grammar for XPL,
and 3) • grammar for Algol 60 (as supplied to us by J. D. Ichbiah [11]).
A metho~ for calculating the minimum table sizes for weak-precedence parsers
~~ JoALR p~rsers is developed in [7]. The figures resulting from those cal-
~~lati~qs. as well as available statistics on actual table sizes, are presented
in T~ble 1. Since the lower bound calculations presume no wasted bits in a
ta~le entrr,. we present our PGS results as total table size without wasted bits
along with total table size with wasted bits (including space for specifying
semantic routine indices).
Table 1. Summary of Parser Table Sizes (in bits).
lowe r bouna 1>GS " I
on table size actual table s~ze
" Granunar weak without with
precedence LALR waste waste
xpression 914 447 3B6 930
,
•• B160XPL 10090 7493 51BO
..• ••• B546 12B10IIlgol 60 14746 9495
* According to the printout supplied to us by J. D. Ichbiah
[11], and incorporating optimizations indicated by him,
the weak precedence parser for Al :f01 60 contains 774 table
entries. Using 24 bits as the entry size {12l we find that
the actual size of a typical Algol 60 weak precedence
parser table is lB576 bits. "
** Horning and Lalonde 110] report a size of 10000 bits for
a typical XPL LALR parser table.
*** Horning and Lalonde [10] report" a size of 2256B bits for'
a typical Algol 60 LALR parser table.
-391-
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